CLAIM SERVICES

Our Experience. Your Confidence.

At BBCG Claim Services we understand the complexities
of business and the ever-present challenges posed by
situations of monetary risk and loss.
An experience with any claim can mean a journey through an unfamiliar landscape of
uncertainty and exposure.
Everyone at BBCG is dedicated to providing the best results for our clients. We offer
long standing professional expertise, total dedication, rapid responsiveness and a client
focused approach.
Our Experience. Your Confidence.

Our international portfolio of clients
experience confidence - the confidence
of knowing we’re with them every step
of the way, as we understand their
needs and navigate toward results
and resolution.
From the most simple reported loss through to the adjustment of
major infrastructure projects involving complex issues of legal
and contractual liability, subrogation and business interruption,
our in-house team of senior adjusters and accountants have
the experience and expertise necessary to bring any claim or
client file to a swift and successful conclusion.
We take pride in our ability to help clients respond to both
challenges and opportunities and, ultimately seeing our clients
succeed. We do this by combining our diverse professional
capabilities and strong business acumen to act proactively
and serve efficiently with a clear understanding of needs and
priorities. We believe, first and foremost, that our success is
tied directly to the success of our clients.
Our years of experience extend from conference rooms to
courtrooms across the continent as we appear for our clients
at trial, on construction sites, in management meetings and
before professional boards. Our commitment extends to
anticipate developments, identify opportunities and offer
innovative solutions or preventative measures to help mitigate
risk and achieve a client’s success.
That’s the value we bring to our clients every day. BBCG clients
expect and deserve nothing less. This is the confidence they
gain from our experience. The confidence that we earn and
the confidence that we keep create long-standing and loyal
relationships with those whom we serve.

BBCG is Canada’s premier claims adjusting firm with a
superior reputation for claims settlement and overall
performance. All BBCG professionals are highly trained and
personally motivated to continue our tradition of quality service.
FIDELITY
BBCG boasts over a century of combined experience in the adjustment of fidelity claims.
From a theft of a small bank deposit at a retail outlet to complex headline making stock
frauds involving hundreds of millions of dollars, BBCG’s experienced team of adjusters
and accountants focus on controlling the Insured’s expectations, minimizing exposure and
maximizing recoveries all in a cost effective manner.

SURETY
Effective resolution and management of surety claims requires rapid response to quickly
identify and implement the right solution. BBCG adjusters are without question the most
experienced in handling surety claims. This coupled with the ability to assemble a dynamic
team at a moment’s notice, ensures that our clients experience an unrivalled response
time. From a minor dispute to a large complicated default, BBCG’s proven record and
problem solving techniques consistently demonstrates its ability to effectively manage all
situations.

LIABILITY
Clients retain BBCG experts to investigate a variety of complex multi claimant financial
losses due to product liability, occupier’s liability or losses related to environmental issues.
BBCG professionals respond efficiently to identify the issues, preserve evidence and to
protect the interests of our clients and their policyholders. Our structured approach is
based upon a thorough investigation process aimed at resolution. We quickly assess the
exposure and establish a suitable strategy to minimize costs and resolve issues including
exploration of early settlement options.

CONSTRUCTION RISKS
BBCG is a widely recognized leader in the adjustment of major construction claims and
civil engineering projects large and small. We’ve built considerable practical knowledge
over the years to managing builder’s risk and wrap-up claims. Our familiarity with
construction bonds gives BBCG a rather unique perspective on the risks inherent to any
construction project. This expertise ensures positive proactive response to any construction
claim situation.

ERRORS & OMISSIONS
BBCG adjusts professional liability claims covering a vast array of fields within the financial,
legal, construction and technology industries. Insight gained within fidelity and surety
engagements gives BBCG clients an edge when facing similar situations from the liability
perspective. Beyond traditional adjusting experts our clients have direct access to senior
professional engineers of all disciplines and accountants providing specialized advice.

DIRECTORS & OFFICERS LIABILITY
With heightened attention to corporate governance in today’s business world, directors
& officers are liable for their conduct while acting in such positions for public or private
entities. More than ever before, scrutiny to their performance and conduct requires special
investigative skills when coverage is brought in question.
Through extensive fidelity and surety investigations BBCG professionals gain valuable
knowledge to the benefit of understanding where actions fall relative to guidelines from a
variety of regulatory bodies.

TRADE CREDIT
BBCG manages trade credit claims emanating under various types of policies involving
buyers from around the world. BBCG’s familiarity with bankruptcy and insolvency legislation
true to the origin of the importing country benefits our clients with the know-how to
navigate towards the best result. With judicial assessment of the Insured’s compliance with
the policy application and warranty, we quantify eligible receivables and applicable credit,
and identify effective cost recoveries ensuring payment is made for the right reasons.

Experience Confidence
BBCG pledges to maintain a high level of client satisfaction
through exceptional service and technical excellence. This
approach builds confidence with our clients time and time
again.

EXPERTISE
With collective experience levels surpassing a lifetime, the
BBCG team does not rest on its laurels. The experience
accumulated by BBCG professionals and their technical
backgrounds extends into all aspects of claim resolution.

QUALITY
The entire team at BBCG is trained and motivated to deliver to
the highest standards of quality on all client matters.

COMMUNICATION
BBCG pledges clear, concise and regular communication with
our clients. To that end, BBCG’s operating guidelines required
regular narrative reporting as well as file reviews and monthly
summaries so clients are kept abreast of file progress and case
developments.

STRUCTURED INVESTIGATIONS
A core competency, BBCG is recognized for performing
professional and technically superior investigations in a
prompt manner. Well documented, our approach addresses
all relevant relationships and covers the entire sequence of
events. We deploy a team approach and engage the right
complement of resources including accountants, engineers
and other specialists as required. Should litigation be required
we bring an innate ability to work with appointed legal counsel
to manage the process to the client’s best advantage. We
can tap into expert witnesses when required but often BBCG
professionals are called upon to provide expert testimony.
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